AMCP B .Pharm student tops the Shivaji University
Kolhapur Examination.

Ashokrao Mane College of Pharmacy, Peth Vadgaon encourages the students to push the limits
of their minds. AMCP students are known to be sharp, knowledgeable, assertive and global in
their outlook. AMCP’s exclusive learning philosophy that focuses on the overall development of
student proves to be just right time and time again, as many AMCP students achieve milestones
in academic and extracurricular arena.
Another extra feather in the crown AMCP was witnessed as AMCP student Mr. Guruprasad
Joshi and Miss. Vidya Kakade stood First and Third respectively In B.Pharm Examination
amongst all students of affiliated colleges of Shivaji University, Kolhapur .
They are felicitated by Hon. Shri. Vijaysinh Mane Chairman Shri. Balasaheb Mane Shikshan
Prasarak Mandal Ambaps and Shri. Balasheb Ghotane Senior Director SBMSPM Ambaps and
Dr. S.S. Patil, Principal AMCP, Peth Vadgaon for this grand success. On this occasion , They
said “Ashokrao Mane College of Pharmacy, Peth Vadgaon had been very supportive and
encouraged us all the time, We are am glad that We secured ranks at the University
Exams ”.
Guruprasad Joshi First Rank
Says, “Students should capitalize on their strengths and work on weaker areas He Joined
Ashokrao Mane College of Pharmacy after 12th Science 11 as it has a good faculty He would
learn what was taught in the institute the very same day, Joining a good institute like AMCP
most importantly instils a competitive spirit in you, he says also College Teaching supportive
facility, faculty resources available like Library extra coaching for GPAT also helped him lot.
Vidya Kakade Third rank
“The mantra is to stay calm, prepare a lot and perform well. I never panicked at any
moment and my College and parents were a great support. My teachers guided me throughout
and they really taught me how to prepare for the exam. I was given all coaching rigorously
including for GPAT which helped me to also succeed in GPAT

